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ABSTRACT
As we see many websites have a hierarchical organization of content. This organization may be quite different from the organization expected by visitors to the website and sometime it is unclear where a specific document is located. There are many algorithms that automatically search pages in a website whose location is different from where visitors expect to find them. In the above case visitors will backtrack if they do not find the information where they expect it. In this paper an algorithm is present for discovering such expected locations. Expected locations with a significant number of hits are then presented to the website administrator. We also present an algorithm for selecting expected locations (for adding navigation links) to optimize the benefit to the website or the visitor. Beside the structure of the website, users' preference to target pages is another key factor for analyzing the location or node importance. Clearly a specific document which is visited frequently or where users stay for a long while indicates that it has a higher degree of preference. This paper introduces the duration’s as a weight of the node to measure the preference.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The evolution of the Internet has lead to an enormous propagation of the available information and the personalization of this information space has become a necessity. The knowledge obtained by learning web user’s preferences can be used to improve the effectiveness of their web sites by adapting the web information structure to the users’ requirement. Automatic knowledge extraction from web log files can be useful for identifying such reading patterns.

However it is hard to find appropriate tools for analyzing raw web log data to retrieve significant and useful information. Recently, the advantages of data mining techniques for discovering usage patterns from web data (i.e. web log mining or web usage mining) made it possible to mine typical user profiles from the vast amount of access logs. Web usage mining can be viewed as the extraction of usage patterns from access log data containing the behavior characteristics of users.

2. OPTIMIZING THE SET OF NAVIGATION LINKS
The proposed algorithm is used for finding user’s pattern. Before applying this process on the weblogs, preprocessing on weblogs is required for removing the redundant data logs and other non beneficial information for finding the required patterns. So the first preprocessing is done on weblogs.

A. Preprocessing Web Logs:
Preprocessing is done by using the following steps:

Step 1: Data Cleaning
First step in Preprocessing is data cleaning which is used to remove the trashy entries. The following process is used to remove trashy entries:

Algorithm: Data Cleaning
For each transaction,

If transaction T contain any ("404 (not found)","*.css","*.gif"," other trashy entries") Then
Remove transaction T
End If
End For

Step 2: Relocate the Data
After removing the trashy transactions this step is used to rearrange the data according to user IP addresses to form each user’s request cluster.

Step 3: Identifying Target Pages:
Next step is to identify target pages. If there is a clear separation between content pages and index (or navigation) pages on website then web network topology is used to find out the target pages while if website not have a clear separation between content and index pages, we can use a time threshold to distinguish whether or not a page is a target page. Pages where the visitor spent more time than the threshold are considered target pages. For identifying target pages we can also combine these two methods for websites with hybrid (structured + unstructured) structure.

Step 4: Find Expected Location:
1. For each visitor, partition web log such that each subsequence terminates in a target page.
2. For each visitor and target page, find any expected locations for that target page:
Let \{P_1, P_2, ..., P_n\} be the set of visited pages, where \(P_n\) is a target page.

Let \(\Phi\) denote the list of backtrack pages.

\[
\text{begin}
\text{for } i := 2 \text{ to } n-2 \text{ begin}
\text{if (}(P_{i-1} = P_{i+1}) \text{ or (no link from } P_i \text{ to } P_{i+1})\text{) then}
\text{Add } P_i \text{ to } \Phi. // P_i \text{ is a backtrack point.}
\text{End}
\text{End}
\text{End}
\text{End For}
\text{End}
\]
if (B not empty)
Add <P, B, P_a> to <current URL, backtrack list, Actual Location> table

B. Algorithm: Optimizing the set of Navigation Links
The proposed algorithm is used for finding the optimized set of navigation links. Below is the procedure for it:

Algorithm: Optimizing the set of Navigation Links
Let L be the list of set of pages recommended by the Optimize Time (explained later)
For each page p in L
Calculate milestone coefficient M (p)
(explained later)
End for
Sort list L according to milestone coefficient M

The page top in the list is milestone node (page) and the one most recommended. This would be the geographical and indication node of entire website with features of high connectivity to other pages and higher level of user preference.

1) Optimize Time: This algorithm recommends the set of pages that minimize the number of times the visitor has to backtrack, i.e., the number of times the visitor does not find the page in an expected location. The following process is used for this:

Algorithm: Optimize Time
Repeat
  For each record begin
  Let m be the number of expected locations in this record.
  For j := 1 to m
    Increment support of value(CE_j) by m+1-j.
  end
  Sort pages by support.
  P := Page with highest support (break ties at random).
  If (support (P) >= S_i) begin
    Add <P, support (P)> to list of recommended pages.
  end
  For each record begin
  For k := 1 to n begins
    If value (CE_k) = P
      Set CE_k, CE_{k+1}, ..., CE_n to null;
  End
End

2) Milestone Coefficient: Milestone node is the geographical and indication node of entire website with features of high connectivity to other pages and high level of user preference.

Milestone coefficient, defines the importance of the nodes, expressed as
M=R^e*W_c + R^d*W_d + R^k*W_t
Where W_c stands for connectivity weight, W_d stands for depth weight and W_t stands for preference weight and W_c + W_d + W_t =1
And R^e, R^d, R^k is Relative connectivity, Relative depth, and Node preference respectively. These parameters require information related to the website structure.

Create the website structure
This is an important step which create the hierarchal (tree) structure of the website so that connectivity of each node can be calculated.

Relative connectivity
The in-degree of a node is the number of nodes coming to node in question while the out-degree of a node is the number of nodes coming from node in question.
So the connectivity of a node will be represented by
C=I (in-degree) +O (out-degree) and
Relative connectivity is calculated as
Rc = C/Tc
Where Tc is the sum of connectivity of all nodes in a website.
Relative connectivity of the node is calculated for finding the relation among the nodes.

Relative depth
Once we have the tree structure of the website, depth level D can be easily calculated. Nodes at higher level are usually navigational pages with links to lower level nodes which usually consist of content or service information. So the relative depth, which can also be used to measure the importance of a node, is measured as:
Rd=1/D

Node preference
User preference is an important factor for analyzing of requirement. Degree of preference of a node, in terms of time duration, is measured as
T=Tj-Tj-1
Node preference is expressed as
Rt = T/Ta
Where T is visited duration of this node and Ta is the sum of all nodes visited duration.

3. CONCLUSION
The proposed algorithm works for both structured and unstructured website because timestamp is also taken into account to identified the content pages. The goal of Optimize Time algorithm is to minimize the number of backtracks the visitor has to make. While Milestone coefficient defines the importance of node according to both website structure and user preference. In the above expression
So the proposed algorithm is used to find out the node(s) with highest importance that should be located at a relatively prominent position, which can be used as reference coordinates by browsers.
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